
The number 88 in the Oriental culture is considered the luckiest of all numbers. The owner of the 

new Marlow Explorer 88, soon to be introduced in Spring of 2015, are indeed lucky to have benefit 

of all that Marlow Yachts has learned of composite and mechanical engineering.  

 

Hull #1 was built for one of the most experienced yachting families in America’s history. Following 

a lifetime of ownership across the jeweled facets of the finest boat builders in the world.  Following 

the purchase of a Marlow Explorer 78, the family’s experiences prompted them to order a new 

custom built ME 88 to cruise in the Southern climate, Islands and other exotic ports they may 

choose. 

 

Expected to deliver speeds in the 30 knot range with moderate loads, the ME 88 exceeds sport 

fisherman of similar size capabilities, despite having 20% smaller engines. That lofty goal was 

made possible by extensive and ongoing developmental experience in the ME 80 and continuing 

development work on the underwater and superstructure drag reduction on all Marlow Yachts. 

 

This new Marlow entrant to the fabled lineup of Marlow Yachts promises to deliver family and 

friends fun, reliability, safety and comfort while surrounding her privileged guests, owners and 

crew with understated luxury intended to remain in style far into the future as opposed to today’s 

typical “fashion statement” vessel soon relegated to the ashes of history, its claim to fame being an 

outrageously gratuitous bubble, bell or teardrop shaped window to mark its passage.  

 

A brief and forgettable expression that often forgoes the essence of fine yachts is not in the Marlow 

Yachts formidable array of talent or company mantra, be it in finite engineering, quality of materials 

and workmanship, or the indescribable elements of craftsmanship that allow a Marlow to be a 

Marlow.  

 

There are no unimportant parts to the nearly 400 people who make up Marlow Yachts wide spread 

operations, which include our own factories, owned and operated by us, to our standard, without an 

accountant or nouveau consultant’s input that would risk demeaning one of the world’s great 

products.  

 

We are justly proud to have earned the trust of those we consider to be the epitome of yachting; 

those who seek and recognize quality versus distractions, performance versus an unflattering goiter 

or bump to accommodate a fleeting wish by those who value momentary fads versus substance and 

style for the ages.  

 

In Hamlet, William Shakespeare quoted Polonius with the famous, yet seldom followed words in the 

cookie cutter society of today. At Marlow Yachts it is not a historical phrase or element of a play; it is 

our credo. 

 

“This above all:  

To thine own self be true, 

And it must follow, as the night the day,………..” 
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